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Aquor Water Systems
SEATTLE-BASED COMPANY WILL SHOWCASE REVOLUTIONARY WATER SYSTEM AT THE
SEATTLE BOAT SHOW

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON — Known for re-inventing the way people access their water, Aquor Water
Systems will exhibit at The Seattle Boat Show, Indoors + Afloat, from January 27 to February 4 this year.
Aquor Water Systems will be stationed at booth #304, where founders and University of Washington
Alumni, Cash Walcome and Kamil Slusarski will boast their three-year-old brand.
Aquor Water Systems’ booth will feature Aquor House Hydrant, the revolutionary in-wall outdoor faucet
system that replaces the jutting brass knob with a sleeker, more efficient connector. Compatible with any
garden hose, the Aquor House Hydrant delivers full water pressure without spilling anything out once the
hose is locked in. Its exterior is designed to resist natural wearing from outdoor exposure, and its interior
has a stainless steel body with freeze protection to minus 30 degrees Fahrenheit.
The system’s key components stem from strategies used prevent water leaks and injuries on boats, such as
the flush-mounted faceplate, stainless steel body and twist-lock connection. Most essential to Aquor House
Hydrant is its use of a patented marine deck wash outlet that has been installed in over 100,000 marine
vessels.
“The idea for Aquor Water Systems came from being involved in my father’s marine business,” said Cash.
I’m thankful to have met my business partner, Kamil, at University of Washington. Our combined assets
have helped us get Aquor off the ground, and we look forward to sharing our latest ideas with the Seattle
community at this tradeshow.”
Aquor Water Systems will also show their hose quick connect, the leak-proof adapter that helps attach your
hose to the House Hydrant. Their newest item, a removable faucet that transforms the in-wall system into
a traditional tap permitting more leverage and water pressure control, will also be on display at The Seattle
Boat Show.
ABOUT AQUOR WATER SYSTEMS
Aquor Water Systems, based in Seattle, Washington, aims to provide a better way to access water. While
plumbing and homebuilding products have vastly improved over the last few decades, outdoor taps remain
the most common source of leaks. Aquor Water Systems eliminates this problem with Aquor House Hydrant,
the revolutionary in-wall faucet system. Founded in 2014, the house hydrant delivers a beautiful, efficient
product that protects our water supply. Aquor House Hydrant was listed on “Top 100 products of 2015” by
This Old House and Gear Patrol, “56 Perfect Things” by Men’s Journal, and “This Old House: Editor’s Picks.”
www.aquorwatersystems.com
###
EDITOR'S NOTE: For more information about Aquor Water Systems and to arrange to speak with a
company spokesperson, please contact Nancy Trent or Pamela Wadler at 212-966-0024 or
pam@trentandcompany.com.

